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Much like the first prequel to the J. Cole trilogy, Truly Yours 2, the follow-up to Born Sinneris one of Cole s most important projects to date. The albums hidden track, No Role Modelzis a good introduction to the tracklisting. Speaking about money and success, Cole expresses his thoughts on his economic gain, but credits
God and Jesus for the money. He then goes into his journey of being told how to act by a rooster-like figure, even going as far as to say that it made him wanna take a shot on J. Coles offer. While its very funny, its the track that really seals the deal for me about the significance of this album. Its hard not to be a fan of any
artist that tells the world to have faith in a higher power, and this is easily one of the best. Check out the music video to the intense and personal, A Million Different Ways,which is another one of my favorites off the album. The video features some shots of the album cover, and alot of footage of Cole on set, doing press

and other hype modes of a career. The video helps to sell the album, and gives us a look into the rapper life. I love the honesty that Cole displays throughout the track, almost selling his home life to us, he speaks about how he doesnt like to see grown men cry, and doesnt like to see other men cry either. I love that Cole is
honest in this song, because as I watch it unfold, it makes me to think about my own role models and what I want to be as a person. This song is definitely one of the best, and the one track that feels very personal and raw. Its very powerful, and sets the tone for the music video for the rest of the album.
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Looking back at the title of the album, Born Sinner, we know the title is about rapping. But, this isnt just any typical J. Cole track. While this track sees Cole rap about the game,it is a very different feel to the track. All throughout the song, Cole talks about the things hes going to do to different women in his life. We know
this is a diss record, and he is giving all the girls on the album something to be afraid of. Stylistically, this track has a raw rap feel to it, with big vocals and backing chords. Looking at the tracklist of the album, theres another song in the vein of Work Out,and that is the track called, Another Halftime. This track is almost a
stand-alone track, but feels like one of the best tracks off the album. Continuing with the blues and rock feel, he raps about how we have been playing the game for so long, and we shouldnt be trying to escape it anymore. But, hes no stranger to playing it, and I think the message of the song is definitely more important

than the track. Its a perfect closer for the album and I love it, just based on its message. This the Born Sinneralbum. I mean this is a classic. Tell ya what man, Im talkin bout there’s just something about this album that just stands out and lets ya know that a genial has been here since the beginning and will be here for the
end of time. This is the album you show nyles in the classroom or throw on while taebaebas at the same block and then talk em down for hard time. This is the album that’ll school all the fromage at yo crib. You’ll tell your mother and girlfriend that you’ll be out like Nino when you fuck wit this record. This is the album that
taught us that even deadbeat yo mama can use a cold one. This is the album which I remember youngin’s telling me how much they loved on their first listen and how much they hated it on their second. This is the album which lets us all know that non-stop drinking and money making will only get you so far. 5ec8ef588b
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